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2003 Minnehaha Creek Watershed District
Annual Report and Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Program Summary
1. Introduction
This report has been prepared to satisfy the annual reporting requirements of the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System, Phase II rules, emanating from the Clean Water
Act legislation of 1972. It also is intended to satisfy the annual reporting requirements set
forth in Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103D.351, which requires watershed districts to file
an annual report with the Board of Soil and Water Resources.
1.1. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System – Phase II Annual Report
Prior to 1990, NPDES did not directly address non-point sources of pollutants. The
focus of implementing the federal requirements was point-source discharges of
wastewater and industrial process water. In 1990, US EPA promulgated rules to
include regulation of non-point source discharges from large municipal separate
storm sewer systems (MS4s). The Phase I rules required storm water systems permits
in large cities like Duluth, St. Paul and Minneapolis. In 2002, the Phase II rules
expanded federal regulation to include small MS4s, after a US EPA study concluded
continued degradation of the nations waters.
In early 2002, MCWD submitted an application as a regulated MS4 under the Phase
II rules, along with a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP). MCWD
is a regulated MS4 under the Phase II rules because the District is the drainage
authority for eight public drainage systems. These drainage systems are county and
judicial ditches. A number of other Phase II MS4s storm sewers and conveyances
discharge into these systems. See Figure No. 1 for the location of the eight public
drainage systems.
The Phase II requirements call for an annual summary report on progress toward
implementing the provisions of the SWPPP, including any proposed revisions. This
report satisfies the annual report requirements and has been submitted before the
March 10th deadline of 2004.
1.2. Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103D.351 Annual Report
The Minnesota Statutes require watershed districts to prepare and file an annual
report with the Board of Soil and Water Resources. This annual report is a summary
of MCWD financial activity (See Section 9.), projects and plans for the coming year
(See Section 8. for 2004 activities) and satisfies the requirements of Minnesota
Statutes Chapter 103D.351.
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2. Summary of Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program and Planned Best
Management Practices
The MCWD SWPPP is encompassed in the Notice of Intent and the Phase II MS4
permit application submitted by MCWD in 2003. These documents are included as
Appendix 1. An excerpted summary of the SWPPP follows:
“The Minnehaha Creek Watershed District SWPPP is encompassed by the
following Minnehaha Creek Watershed District documents:
•
•
•
•

Water Resources Management Plan, January 1997
Operations and Maintenance Manual, November 2000
Ditch Records and Policy Considerations, January 2003
MCWD Rules, published in 1974 and as amended from time to time

The Water Resources Management Plan establishes District goals and policies
related to management of runoff and protection of water quality, erosion and
sedimentation control, floodplain management, management of dredging projects,
management of projects in protected waters, Best Management Practices,
recreation and fish and wildlife, enhancement of public participation, information
and education, public ditch systems, groundwater, and wetlands. It provides an
assessment of problems and an implementation program. The Operations and
Maintenance Manual establishes inspection and maintenance procedures for
District facilities and ditches. The Ditch Records and Policy Considerations report
includes maps and descriptions of the ditches under District authority. The District
Rules establish requirements for permits for erosion control (Rule B), storm water
management (Rule N), wetland protection (Rule D), shoreline alteration (Rule F),
and others. Applicable BMPs are summarized in the sheets attached to the General
Storm water Permit Application for Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
Systems (MS4s).”
3. Summary of 2003 Goals
The goals established by MCWD are described in the 2003 SWPPP contained in
Appendix 1. For convenience, Table No. 1 is a one-page summary of the 2003 goals.
4. Actions Taken in 2003 and Best Management Practices Implementation
Progress
4.1. Public Education and Outreach – Minimum Control Measure No. 1
In 2003, MCWD published 4 editions of the WaterPro Newsletter and multiple press
releases concerning District activities. The MCWD web site was updated generally on
a weekly basis to include current meeting information, meeting minutes, hydrologic
data, rule revision activity, project progress reports and general news items.
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MCWD also developed a strategic plan for communications in 2003, aimed at image
recognition and public education concerning water resources management. The Board
of Managers approved the strategic communications plan on October 16, 2003. The
strategic communications plan is available for review at the MCWD office.
MCWD participated in the following water related events in 2003:
4.1.1. In the spring of 2003, MCWD held it’s annual State of the Watershed
press conference and distributed summary water resources monitoring data
from 2002.
4.1.2. A seminar called “Plants in Storm Water Pond Design”. The District
Engineer and District consultants led this December 2003 seminar jointly
sponsored by the MPCA and the Minnesota Erosion Control Association.
4.1.3. Minnesota Association of Floodplain Managers Conference, in Rochester
Minnesota. The District Engineer presented “The First Step in Floodplain
Mitigation”, focusing on the Minnehaha Creek Stream Assessment.
4.1.4. In December 2003, MCWD staff displayed poster sessions and
participated in a presentation at the annual MAWD Conference entitled
“When Water Quality and Public Health Issues Overlap”. The Districts
Administrator and Engineer focused on monitoring bacteria and pathogen
indicators in Minnehaha Creek and Minneapolis Lakes.
4.2. Public Participation and Involvement – Minimum Control Measure No.2
MCWD established the Cynthia Krieg Watershed Stewardship Grant Program in
1999. The grant program is designed to help fund small projects that promote
environmental stewardship, in the memory of Cynthia Krieg, who formerly worked
for the District in the area of communications and public education. In 2003, nine
grant applications were approved for a variety of projects like the development of
horse manure management policies in the City of Medina and citizen monitoring
programs. The total amount of grant funds approved in 2003 was $ 28,161 based
upon matching funds or in-kind services.
The MCWD Citizens Advisory Committee was active and held 12 meetings in 2003.
MCWD Board members attended approximately one-half of the meetings. The
MCWD asked the Citizens Advisory Committee to participate in project
development, budget review and other functions.
The MCWD also organized nine regional teams of citizens representing the entire
watershed, to provide input for water quality goals on major lakes and streams. This
information will be incorporated into future water management planning scheduled
for 2004. The regional teams had more than 50 meetings in 2003, all of which were
attended by MCWD staff.
A Technical Advisory Committees was active for the MCWD HHPLS project. See
Section 4.8.6.
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The MCWD held 36 other public meetings in 2003. The meetings were noticed to the
public in advance. Agendas and minutes of the public meetings were published on the
MCWD web page.
MCWD was active in a national program called NEMO (Non-point source Education
for Municipal Officials) in 2003. The District held workshops conducted cooperatively
with MPCA, to educate public officials, developers and municipal staff on construction
site erosion control techniques. Model erosion control ordinances were also developed
for use by municipal planners and fact sheets were prepared on vegetated buffer designs
for wetlands, lakes and streams. As part of the program, MCWD and MPCA held a
jointly sponsored workshop concerning the annual reporting requirements of NPDES,
Phase II.
4.3. Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination – Minimum Control Measure No. 3
MCWD is the regulated NPDES, Phase II MS4 for eight public drainage systems
(county and/or judicial ditches) that exist in the watershed. In 2003, the available
records from Hennepin and Carver Counties were compiled and converted into
electronic form. This was the first step in developing policy and management strategies
for the public drainage systems. A report was prepared in January 2003, including a
GIS database of the ditch records and policy discussion recommendations (Figure No. 1
shows the location of the ditches). Appendix 2 is excerpted Section 11.0 of the 2003
ditch records report prepared by the District Engineer that includes policy
recommendations for these public drainage systems.
MCWD has monitored lake water quality, stream flow and quality, precipitation and
other hydrologic parameters beginning in 1968. In 1997, the monitoring program was
coordinated with other agencies collecting monitoring data within the District. The
program was expanded and continued in 2002 and 2003 to include more monitoring
locations and additional automatic monitoring equipment. The District Engineer
publishes an electronic data report each year, including water quality grades for major
lakes and streams. The report contains a calculation of annual runoff, flow, pollutant
loads and precipitation. The report is made available each year on the MCWD web
page.
In 2003, MCWD made a major assessment of the condition of Minnehaha Creek,
including bank erosion, ecological indicators and hydraulic issues. This assessment
included a GIS inventory of utility crossings and discharges to the Creek. The inventory
will be used to identify and correct some of the major stream bank erosion problems,
beginning in 2004, and to develop future stream management policies.
MCWD reviewed 8 local water management plans in 2003. These municipal plans are
required by Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103B.231. In 2003, MCWD entered into
agreements with the Cities of Long Lake, Minnetonka, Mound and Wayzata to transfer
all or a portion of the MCWD permitting authority to each respective city where the
local plan was found to be consistent with the District’s plan prepared in 1997.
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MCWD has also undertaken major rule revision/writing activities in 2003, including a
new proposed rule for the establishment of vegetated buffers along stream banks and
shorelines and minor revisions to existing temporary erosion control rules for
construction sites. Currently, the MCWD is evaluating rule revisions to streamline
and standardize regulatory requirements based upon performance and nondegradation of receiving waters.
MCWD has implemented a storm drain labeling program for the past several years to
help inform the general public of the connection between storm water runoff and the
quality of lakes and streams. In 2003, the storm drain labeling funding for a MCWD
lead role was reallocated to another program because other MS4s own and operate
these conveyances. MCWD continues to promote this educational BMP with
municipalities in the District.
4.4. Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control – Minimum Control Measure
No. 4
Construction site erosion has been considered a major issue in rapidly developing
areas and for major highway projects. And, the MCWD has seen major increases in
permit activity for the past four years. A public education pamphlet was planned for
2003 to raise awareness of the damage caused by accelerated deposition of mineral
sediment in receiving waters. However, MCWD conducted individual presentations
instead, in approximately 15 cities.
The permitting activity in MCWD for 2003 is in summary form in Table No. 2. A
total of 638 applications were processed, which is an increase of roughly 20% over
2002. This signifies the increasing land development occurring in the western part of
the watershed. In response, MCWD published and distributed an informational
pamphlet informing the public of the need to acquire permits for certain project
activity. The pamphlet is entitled “ A Guide To Building Or Landscaping Near Water
Resources – Mandatory Minnehaha Creek Watershed Permits”.
Of the total permit applications processed in 2003; approximately 63% required a
temporary erosion control plan approval. The District dedicates 1 full-time
compliance officer to coordinate an enforcement program aimed at controlling
construction site erosion. Over 900 site inspections were performed during the year,
averaging approximately 1.4 inspections per project, and averaging about 2.3
inspections per temporary erosion control plan processed.
Some compliance inspections revealed severe erosion issues that could not be
resolved on a voluntary basis by the permit applicant. A special committee of the
Managers processed these situations. The committee met on 12 occasions and
determined further compliance actions required such as site stabilization, stop work
orders, surety bonds for performance and other requirements to bring sites into
compliance with the MCWD rules. The committee processed a total of 32 compliance
actions and 25 stop-work orders in 2003.
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4.5. Post-Construction Storm Water Management – Minimum Control Measure No. 5
The MCWD rules have required long-term storm water management on new land
development sites since 1974. Rule N requires long term controls on storm water
volume, runoff rates and water quality impacts to downstream receiving waters. In
2003 the District Engineer developed a guidance document for selection of BMPs to
meet the requirements of Rule N. This guidance document is entitled Best
Management Practices Performance Criteria and Guidance for MCWD Rule N,
dated November 2003. Appendix 3 is a complete copy of the guidance document.
A total of 64 storm water management plans were approved under Rule N in 2003 for
new land development. Twenty maintenance agreements and 6 cooperative
agreements were executed to assure long-term performance of storm water
management facilities. In addition, MCWD employees will inspect permitted
facilities in 2004 to evaluate site-specific maintenance needs. A wet-detention pond
maintenance interval frequency guidance document was developed by the District
Engineer in 2003 and is included as Appendix 4.
MCWD intends to incorporate identified desirable clarifications and revisions for
storm water management plan regulation, into Rule N, in 2004 or 2005.
4.6. Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping – Minimum Control Measure
No. 6
A number of roundtable discussions were planned with municipalities for 2003 as
part of the NEMO program to address pollution prevention opportunities in the
District. However, one-on-one presentations to individual municipal councils and
planning commissions were given instead to minimize costs.
MCWD developed an Operations and Maintenance Manual in November 2000. The
plan covers every project completed by MCWD and describes operation and
maintenance activities in general throughout the District. The plan is a guide for
recommended inspections, maintenance, record keeping and monitoring for
approximately 20 projects, monitoring stations and other programs. It includes record
drawings of projects constructed; photographs; and copies of maintenance
agreements, easements and surveys. The plan requires 700 to 800 hours of inspection,
maintenance and reporting activity each year, including:
4.6.1. Records of inspections performed including; name, date, observations and
results.
4.6.2. records of repairs performed including costs
4.6.3. an annual inspections report
4.6.4. annual plan updates
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The annual operations and maintenance inspections report is available to the public
for review at the MCWD office and the office of the District Engineer.
4.7. Other BMPs
An annual NPDES Phase II MS4 is being prepared beginning 2003. All records
pertaining to the NPDES Phase II permit, including annual reports and
correspondence, will be kept at the MCWD office for a minimum of three years
beyond expiration of the permit.
4.8. Other Related Unplanned Activities
4.8.1. Wetland Function and Value Assessment
MCWD completed a District-wide assessment of the functions and values
of wetlands in 2003. The assessment data is being used to identify high
value wetlands and management criteria needed to protect wetlands as a
public water resource. The assessment database has been made available
to every city in the District for the purpose of local water management
planning. It is also available for review at the MCWD office and the office
of the District Engineer.
4.8.2. Rule Making
MCWD developed a draft rule requiring vegetated buffers along stream
banks and shorelines. Draft Rule M was distributed for public review and
comment in December 2003. The Managers will consider draft Rule M
and any public comments received, after January 2004.
4.8.3. Acquisition of Grants
In 2003, MCWD entered into an agreement with the US Army Corps of
Engineers to conduct a feasibility analysis of improving the ecological
state of Minnehaha Creek and its watershed. Funding is the responsibility
of the US Army Corps of Engineers with local match provided by existing
MCWD programs and projects. The feasibility analysis will be completed
in 2004.
4.8.4. Awards
In 2003, MCWD initiated its “Watershed Heroes” recognition program
intended to recognize citizens who performed outstanding public service
related to water resources. Awards were publicly presented to legislators
involved in protection of Camp Coldwater Spring and also to two
schoolgirls who discovered a mercury spill near Minnehaha Creek and
reported the incident to the MPCA.
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4.8.5. Cooperative Master-Planning
In 2003, MCWD, the City of Victoria, a group of land developers and
MCWD jointly initiated a cooperative planning process to emphasize lowimpact development. The effort is focused upon a large area in the City of
Victoria and Laketown Township near Lake Wasserman. The concept plan
currently being developed emphasizes wetland protection, wildlife corridors,
rural-section and narrowed roads and infiltration practices. The land will be
developed in multiple phases with the initial phase occurring in 2004.
4.8.6. Hydrologic, Hydraulic and Pollutant Load Study
MCWD completed an initial modeling study of the entire watershed in
2003. Watershed hydrology was modeled using a computer program called
XPSWMM, using available databases as input. Flood elevations on streams
and lakes were estimated by the model using limited new topographic data.
Annual pollutant loads to receiving bodies of water were estimated using
available soils and land use data.
The District intends to utilize the study along with the extensive annual
hydrologic monitoring database in future project feasibility analysis and to
help prioritize planning goals. The XPSWMM model is available through a
user agreement from the MCWD office. Running the model requires the
proper software license.
4.8.7. Water Quantity and Quality Monitoring
MCWD has conducted routine annual hydrologic monitoring of lakes and
streams since 1968. Actual pollutant loads and water budgets are calculated
each year along with distribution of results to the public on the MCWD web
page. This database is the primary means of determining and assessing
water management issues in the District. New for 2003, MCWD began
monitoring e-coli as an indicator of water borne pathogens and performed a
study of possible causes of high e-coli concentrations on Minnehaha Creek
and selected lakes. The study report entitled MCWD Surface Water
Pathogen Report, prepared by the District Engineer in July 2003, is
available for review at the MCWD office and the office of the District
Engineer. The report includes monitoring results and the results of literature
searches regarding the occurrence of pathogen indicators in urban surface
waters.
4.8.8. Communications
MCWD prepared 10 press releases to local/regional newspapers, and wrote
regular articles in local newspapers in 2003. A strategic communications
plan was approved by the Managers.
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4.8.9. Staffing
MCWD hired a full time person in 2003 reflecting increased workloads in
permitting, compliance, enforcement and planning.
4.8.10. Minneapolis Water Quality Task Force
MCWD is participating in a multi-governmental unit Task Force established
by a City of Minneapolis Council resolution and led by the Mayor of
Minneapolis. The City of Minneapolis, Minneapolis Park and Recreation
Board, Minnehaha Creek Watershed District and others are examining ways
to protect and improve water quality in Minneapolis lakes and Minnehaha
Creek. The first Task Force meeting occurred in December 2003.
4.8.11. Review of Governance Policies
The MCWD completed a review and adopted governance policies in 2003.
The purposes of the review included clarification of responsibilities and
authorities of MCWD employees and Managers and procedures aimed at
promoting clear communications and public input to the MCWD.
4.8.12. Best Management Practices Guidance
MCWD completed a guidance document intended to promote infiltration
BMPs. The guidance document also evaluates general BMP performance to
identify effective use of BMPs. See Appendix 3.
4.8.13. Lake Minnetonka Outlet Operating Procedures Review
MCWD and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources completed a
cooperative review of the operating procedures for the Lake Minnetonka
Outlet Control Structure and Minnehaha Creek Headwaters in 2003. The
purpose of the review was to confirm the procedures set forth in the
operating permit and to identify possible improvements. Several minor
recommendations were reached that will be implemented in 2004.
5. Progress Toward Achieving Goals
The goals set forth in the MCWD NPDES, Phase II permit (Appendix 1), and progress
toward those goals are set forth in summary form in Table No. 1. Progress in 2003 is
discussed in more detail in Section 4.
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6. Evaluation of Best Management Practices
MCWD performed an evaluation of commonly applied storm water management BMPs
in 2003. The BMPs evaluated included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infiltration
Partial Infiltration
Wet-Detention Ponds
Dry-Detention Ponds
Vegetated Buffer Strips
Street Sweeping
Outlet Skimmers

The BMPs were rated and ranked according to effectiveness in reducing nutrient and
sediment loads to receiving waters. Effective BMP treatment trains, or BMP
combinations were identified, which meet MCWD regulatory standards in Rule N for
new development. A Rule N guidance document was published for use by permit
applicants. See Section 4.5, Section 4.8.12 and Appendix 3.
7. Recommended Changes to the SWPPP for 2004
7.1. Water Resources Management Plan, January 1997
The Water Resources Management Plan dated January 1997 should be updated in
2004. The plan update should address the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Any new findings of the Board of Managers concerning the HHPLS report
completed in 2003.
New capital projects and/or programs identified by the Board of Managers as
effective to protect and improve the quality of water resources, or reduce
flooding within the District.
The information database resulting from the District’s Annual Monitoring
Program from 1997 through 2003.
The information database resulting from the wetland function and value
assessment completed in 2003.
The Best Management Practices Performance Criteria and Guidance for
MCWD Rule N dated November 2003 (Appendix 3).
The recommendations included in the Minnehaha Creek Stream Assessment
Report expected to be completed by the District Engineer in February 2004.

7.2. Operations and Maintenance Manual, November 2000
The maintenance projects and programs identified in the MCWD Operations and
Maintenance Manual are up-to-date through 2000. However, additional projects
completed after 2000 are not included in the manual. An updated manual should be
incorporated into the SWPPP in 2004.
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7.3. Public Drainage System Policy
The District should develop management policies and an action plan for the public
drainage systems, as recommended in the report entitled Ditch and Policy
Considerations, January 2003.
7.4. Rule Revisions
Any MCWD Rule revisions or changes that occur in 2004 should be included.
8. Actions Planned for 2004
The following 2004 work plans have been prepared and approved by the Board of
Mangers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Permit Administration
Rule Revision
Rough Fish Control
Hydrologic Data Collection
Local Water Resource Management Plan Adoption
Operations and Maintenance
Wetland Restoration and Preservation
MCWD Water Resources Management Plan Update
Riparian Buffer Program
Stream Assessment
Lake Minnetonka Shoreline Management
2004 MCWD Budget
Gideon Glen Project
Six-Mile Creek
Painter Creek
Minnehaha Creek Headwaters Improvements
Stubbs Bay
Cynthia Krieg Memorial Fund
General Communications
WaterPro Newsletter
Foundation Research (in lieu of storm drain stenciling)
Land use Roundtables
Water Events and Tours
Watershed Award Program
MinneWater Bottle Project
Canoe Map Update
Capital Projects Education
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Each work plan has a program/project description, a schedule and a budget. These work
plans are available for public review at the MCWD Office.
9. MCWD Financial Summary
The 2003 MCWD budget is in summary form in Figure No. 2. A detailed budget is
available for public review by contacting the MCWD office.
10. Additional Information
For additional information about MCWD, a list of contacts is included as Table No. 3.
Acronyms, abbreviations and definitions are included in Table No. 4.
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Tables

Table No. 1 Summary of SWPPP Goals and Progress
Minimum
Control
Measure No.
1

Minimum Control
Measure Description
Public Education and Outreach

BMP Description
Publish MCWD WaterPro Newsletter
Maintain MCWD Web Site

Goal
Continue/Increase Distribution
Continue/Increase Web Site Visitors
Update on a Regular Basis

Hold Water Events
2

Public Participation and Involvement

Cynthia Krieg Watershed Stewardship Grants
Citizens Advisory Committee
Technical Advisory Committee
Public Meetings

3

Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination

Storm Drain Stenciling
Map of Public Drainage Systems
Hydrologic Data Monitoring Program
Stream Assessment
Review SWPPP and Local Water Plans
Develop Rule to Disallow Non-Storm Water Discharges

2003 Progress

Person or Department
Responsibility
Joan Ellis, Communication
Joan Ellis, Communication
Joan Ellis, Communication

Continue Funding
Consistent Membership
Monthly Meetings
Use on Large Projects
Hold Twice per Month

Joan Ellis, Communication
Joan Ellis, Communication

Increase Storm Drains Stenciled
Informational Pamplet Distribution
Complete Using GIS
Continue
Complete Minnehaha Creek
Schedule Bank Failure Repair Projects
Review Available Plans Within 60 Days
Rule Development 2004
Rule Adoption 2005

Joan Ellis, Communication
Joan Ellis, Communication
Jim Hafner, Project Manager
Jim Hafner, Project Manager
Jim Hafner, Project Manager
Jim Hafner, Project Manager
Mike Wyatt, Technician
Renae Clark, Technician
Jim Hafner, Project Manager

Jim Hafner, Project Manager
Eric Evenson, Administrator

4

Construction Site Storm Water Runoff Control

Permit Requirement Guidance Document
Tempory Erosion Control Permits
Compliance of Temporary Erosion Control Permits

Use by Municipalities
Number of Permits Issued
Number of Compliance Actions

Joan Ellis, Communication
Mike Wyatt, Technician
Renae Clark, Technician

5

Post-Construction Storm Water Management

Permit Requirement Guidance Document
Storm Water Management Permits
Maintenance Agreements
Rule N Revision
Compliance Enforcement

Use by Municipalities
Number of Permits Issued
Number of Agreements Recorded
Revise Rule N and Implement in 2003
Number of Compliance Actions

Joan Ellis, Communication
Mike Wyatt, Technician
Mike Wyatt, Technician
Jim Hafner, Project Manager
Renae Clark, Technician

6

Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping

Land Use Roundtables
Implement Operations and Maintenance Plan

Consistent and Increasing Attendance
Complete Rountine Inspections, Repairs
and Annual O&M Report
Include Staff Training Component
Include NPDES Inspections Component
Update Annually

Joan Ellis, Communication
Jim Hafner, Project Manager

Complete Annually
NPDES Records Retained and Available

Jim Hafner, Project Manager
Jim Hafner, Project Manager

Operations and Maintenance Plan Revisions

Other

Annual Report
Records Retention
Achieved Goal
Planned for 2004
No Longer Planned

Jim Hafner, Project Manager
Jim Hafner, Project Manager
Jim Hafner, Project Manager

Table No. 2 Permit Activity in 2003

City

Total No. of
permit
applications
received

Total No. of permit apps.
received for which Rule B:
Erosion Control applies
(No. of single family home
construction applications)

Total No. of permit
applications received
for which Rule N:
Stormwater
Management applies

No. of
documented
erosion
control
inspections*

Chanhassen*
Deephaven
Greenwood
Edina
Excelsior
Golden Valley
Hopkins
Independence
Laketown Tshp
Long Lake
Maple Plain
Medina
Minneapolis
Minnetonka*
Minnetonka
Beach
Minnetrista
Mound*
Orono
Plymouth
Richfield*
St. Bonifacius
St. Louis Park
Shorewood
Spring Park
Tonka Bay
Victoria
Wayzata*
Woodland
Totals

0
15
5
14
9
1
5
3
8
10
0
9
41
21
4

9 (5)
2 (2)
8 (3)
5 (4)
1 (1)
5 (1)
3 (3)
6 (3)
9 (3)
9 (5)
39 (8)
1 (0)

2
2
0
1
0
3
0
1
4
0
19
0

25
7
34
18
1
13
13
4
16
2
8
43
2

156
35
104
15
0
11
19
28
12
27
72
10
4
638

140 (125)
0
59 (37)
13 (9)
10 (3)
19 (0)
15 (9)
2 (2)
6 (6)
72 (64)
2 (1)
399

4
2
4
12
3
0
0
5
1
63

375
9
152
21
4
32
9
3
18
100
10
909

No. of after- thefact permit
applications
received

1
1
2
1
0
0
3

10
4
1

1
8

32

* The Cities of Chanhassen, Mound, Minnetonka, Richfield, and Wayzata have assumed permitting
authority for erosion control and stormwater management through a Memorandum of Understanding.
MCWD did not have an active enforcement role in these cities. Not all MCWD inspections were
documented.

Table No.3 List of Contacts
MCWD Board of Managers

County

Office Held

Lance Fisher
Pamela Blixt
Jim Calkins
Monica Gross
Dick Miller
Susan Goetz
C. Scott Thomas

Carver
Hennepin
Hennepin
Hennepin
Hennepin
Hennepin
Hennepin

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

MCWD Employed Staff
Eric Evenson
Jim Hafner
Mike Wyatt
Renae Clark
Joanie Ellis
John Erdelen
MCWD Office
Minnehaha Creek Watershed District
18202 Minnetonka Blvd.
Deephaven, MN 55391
Ph: 952-471-0590 Fax: 952-471-0682
email: admin@minnehahacreek.org
www.minnehahacreek.org
District Engineer
Mike Panzer, PE, PG
Wenck Associates, Inc.
1800 Pioneer Creek Center
Maple Plain, Minnesota 55359
763-479-4207
mpanzer@wenck.com
3202243484@tmomail.net
MCWD Counsel
Louis Smith
Chuck Holtman
Smith parker, LLP
123 North 3rd Street, Suite 808
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401
612-344-1400
smith@smithparker.com
holtman@smithparker.com

Administrator
Senior Technician
Planner
Permitting Officer
Communications and Education Manager
Modeler/GIS

eevenson@minnehahacreek.org
jhafner@minnehahacreek.org
mwyatt@minnehahacreek.org
rclark@minnehahacreek.org
jellis@minnehahacreek.org
jerdelen@minnehahacreek.org

Table No. 4 Acronyms, Abreviations and Definitions
annual report
ASCE
BMP(s)
Board of Managers
BWSR
CAC
county ditch
Ditch Records
ditch(es)
GIS
HHPLS
judicial ditch
MAWD
MCWD
MPCA
MS4s
NEMO
NPDES
Phase II MS4s
public drainage system
Rule B
Rule D
Rule F
Rule N
SWPPP
TAC
US EPA
Watershed District
XPSWMM

yearly report required under NPDES Rules or Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103D.351
American Society of Civil Engineers
Best Management Practice(s)
seven managers appointed to the MCWD Board under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103D.311
Minnesota Board of Soil and Water Resources
Citizens Advisory Committee
drainage system established under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103E, located in a single county
available documents describing the location, construction, easements and
benefitted properties associated with a public drainage system
drainage system(s) established under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103E
geographic information system
Hydrologic, Hydraulic and Pollutant Load Study
drainage system established under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103E, located in more than one county
Minnesota Association of Watershed Districts
Minnehaha Creek Watershed District
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems
Non-point Source Pollution Education for Municipal Official
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
MS4s regulated by NPDES Phase II Rules
drainage system established under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103E
MCWD Rule for Erosion Control
MCWD Rule for Wetland Protection
MCWD Rule for Shoreline and Streambank Improvement
MCWD Rule for Stormwater Management for Land Development Projects
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Program
Technical Advisory Committee
United States Environmental Protection Agency
special district established under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103D
proprietary version of the US EPA Storm and Waste Water Management Model
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Figure No. 2 Financial Summary

The Minnehaha
Creek Watershed
District is funded by
an ad valorem tax
based on property
values. The operating
budget and tax levies
are approved after
public notice and
hearing.

Planned 2003 Revenue
2002 Tax Levy – Hennepin and Carver

$3,959,981

2003Budget
General Operations

592,926

Expenses

184,090

Equipment, Repairs and Maintenance

53,000

Contracted Services

159,000

Projects

2,245,036

Programs

987,186

Communications and Public Education

396,639

Total 2003 Budget

$4,617,877

2003 MCWD Budget
Allocations
9%

13%

21%

4%
1%
3%

49%

General Operations
Expenses
Equip, Repairs and Maint
Contracted Services
Projects
Programs
Communications/Public Education

Appendix 1
MCWD SWPPP Notice of Intent and Best Management
Practices Descriptions

Notice of Intent
Minnehaha Creek Watershed District
NPDES Phase II Stormwater Management Program
A. Owner
Owner:
Minnehaha Creek Watershed District
Address: 18202 Minnetonka Boulevard
Deephaven, MN 55391
County: Hennepin County

B. Contact Person
Eric Evenson, Administrator
Minnehaha Creek Watershed District
18202 Minnetonka Boulevard
Deephaven, MN 55391
(952) 471-0590
Signature: ___________________________________________

C. Background
The Minnehaha Creek Watershed District (MCWD) is the public ditch authority for
eight public ditches. These ditches are regulated as a small MS4 under the NPDES
Phase II Stormwater program. A number of other small MS4s, not under the control
of the MCWD, drain into the MCWD ditch system. The Minnehaha Creek
Watershed District’s Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) is encompassed
in the District’s Water Resources Management Plan and Operations and
Maintenance Manual.

D. Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (SWPPP)
Summary
The following is a summary of the BMPs determined applicable for each of the six
minimum control measures required under the Phase II permit.
a. Minimum Control Measure 1: Public Education and Outreach
i. BMPs
To address minimum control measure 1:
• WaterPro newsletter
• Web site

•

Water events

To address minimum control measure 2:
• Provide grants to groups proposing projects and initiatives to
protect water quality and promote public awareness of nonpoint source pollution abatement
To address minimum control measure 3:
• Stormdrain stenciling program
To address minimum control measures 4 and 5:
• Informational pamphlet on District permit requirements
To address minimum control measure 6:
• Land use roundtables with cities
ii. Summary Table
• The attached Table 1 summarizes each educational and
outreach BMP and discusses the targeted audience, educational
goals, activities used, implementation plans, and performance
measures.
iii. Coordination with other local groups:
• MCWD programs make use of non-profit organizations, school
districts, cities, and other local groups by providing funding for
their educational and public involvement efforts where
appropriate, by sharing educational resources, and by working
together on educational and demonstration projects when
opportunities arise.
iv. Measurable goals:
• Use of grant money
• Number of stormsewer drains stenciled
• Newsletter publication
• Frequency of web-site updates
• Number of pamphlets distributed
• Number of people attending roundtables held
• Number of people attending water event
v. Timeline:
• Continue existing programs as summarized above
vi. Responsible Person: Joanie Ellis
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b. Minimum Control Measure 2: Public Participation and Involvement
i. BMPs:
• Citizen Advisory Committee
• Use Technical Advisory Committees on large projects
• Public meetings held twice monthly to solicit comments on
permits and other MCWD activities
ii. Measurable goals:
• Active citizen participation in Citizen Advisory Committee
• Use of Technical Committees
• Public meetings held as planned
iii. Timeline
• Continue these current activities
iv. Responsible Person: Joanie Ellis
c. Minimum Control Measure 3: Illicit Discharge Detection and
Elimination
i. BMPs:
• Map of ditch system in report Ditch Records and Policy
Considerations
• Monitoring program will detect illegal discharges and assess
discharges from wetlands and riparian areas into open ditches
• Stream assessment project – erosion control
• Review of city SWPPP and Local water management plans that
drain into the District’s ditch systems
• Develop rule to disallow non-stormwater discharges into the
MCWD ditch system
ii. Measurable goals:
• Incorporate ditch maps into GIS system
• Continue monitoring of open ditches
• Complete stream assessment project and erosion control and
streambank stabilization measures
• Complete reviews of SWPPP and Water Management plans of
MS4s that drain into the MCWD system
• Develop rule disallowing non-stormwater discharges by
December 2004
iii. Timeline:
• Continue existing monitoring, stream assessment, and plan
review programs
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•

Develop rule disallowing non-stormwater discharges by
December 2004

iv. Responsible Person: Jim Hafner
d. Minimum Control Measure 4: Construction Site Stormwater Runoff
Control
i. BMPs:
• Require erosion control permits for sites disturbing greater than
5,000 square feet or 50 cubic yards of soil.
• Compliance enforcement
ii. Measurable goals:
• Number of permits issued,
• Number of compliance issues addressed
iii. Timeline:
• Continue enforcement of existing erosion control permit
requirements.
• Continue compliance enforcement program
iv. Responsible Person: Mike Wyatt, Renae Schubert
e. Minimum Control Measure 5: Post-Construction Stormwater
Management
i. BMPs:
• Require permanent BMPs for stormwater management for new
development and redevelopment of commercial, industrial,
multi-unit residential, and road construction of any size and for
single family housing subdivisions of greater than 2 acres.
• Require maintenance agreements to be filed of record in the
county recorder’s office to provide for long term maintenance
and preservation of BMPs.
• Revise current rule to require permanent BMPs for stormwater
management for single family housing subdivisions of greater
than 1 acre.
• Compliance enforcement.
ii. Measurable goals:
• Number of permits issued.
• Number of violations identified.
• Number of maintenance agreements recorded.
• Rule N revised and implemented.
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iii. Timeline:
• Continue enforcement of existing stormwater management
permit requirements including the requirement for long-term
maintenance agreements.
• Continue compliance enforcement program.
• Revise Rule N - Stormwater Management by December 2003.
iv. Responsible Person: Mike Wyatt, Renae Schubert
f. Minimum Control Measure 6: Pollution Prevention and Good
Housekeeping
i. BMPs:
• Implement Operations and Maintenance Plan including annual
inspections as scheduled.
• Revise existing O & M Plan to include a training component
for MCWD Staff.
• Revise existing O & M Plan to include the procedural
requirements of the NPDES permit.
• Maintain records of inspection results.
ii. Measurable goals:
• Completion of inspections.
• Completion of training.
• Revision of existing O & M Plan.
• Maintenance of records.
iii. Timeline:
• Training and inspections begin spring 2003.
• Plan revision Dec 2004.
iv. Responsible Person: Jim Hafner

E. Record Retention and Availability
Records relating to this permit application will be kept on file for at least three years
following the expiration of the permit. Records will be made available to the public
during regular business hours.

F. Annual Report
An annual report summarizing actions taken in the implementation of the SWPPP
will be submitted to the Agency by March 10 of each year of the permit term. A
public meeting will be held to discuss the annual report prior to submittal to the
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Agency. The meeting will be noticed in local newspapers at least 30 days in advance.
The report will be submitted to:
MS4 Storm Water Program
MPCA
520 Lafayette Road North
St. Paul, MN 55155-4194
The annual report will assess and summarize compliance with permit terms,
appropriateness of BMPs, progress toward meeting the stated goals, any changes to
the BMPs or the SWPPP, and actions planned for the next year.
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Appendix 2
Recommendations from
Ditch and Policy Considerations, January 2003

11.0

11.1

Policy Recommendations

BACKGROUND

Public ditches are regulated by Minnesota Statutes Chapter 103E. The Minnehaha Creek
Watershed District, as the drainage authority, is generally allowed to:
construct and maintain drainage systems; deepen, widen, straighten, or change
the channel or bed of a natural waterway that is part of the drainage system or
is located at the outlet of a drainage system; extend a drainage system into or
through a municipality for a suitable outlet; and construct necessary dikes,
dams, and control structures and power appliances, pumps, and pumping
machinery as provided by law.
However, if a waterbody or watercourse is a public water, the drainage proceedings are subject
to DNR approval under Section 103G.241, public waters law. Therefore, all ditches within
public waters, such as Judicial Ditch 2, would be regulated under both public waters law, 103G,
and ditch law, 103D and 103E. The DNR Rules, however, allow an exemption for public ditches
established under 103D or 103E.
According to Chapter 103E.015, decisions regarding drainage work conducted under public ditch
authority should take into account the following when determining the public benefit of a
project:
1. Benefits and costs of the project
2. Present and anticipated agricultural land availability and use
3. Present and anticipated land use
4. Flooding characteristics
5. Alternative measures to use, conserve, allocate, or retain waters
6. Effect on water quality
7. Fish and wildlife resources
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8. Groundwater availability and use
9. Overall environmental impact
When considering the management and maintenance of the existing ditches under MCWD
authority the District should take into account the above considerations and evaluate options
such as abandonment or transfer of ditches that have been converted to stormsewer.

11.2

ABANDONMENT

The 1992 Public Ditch evaluation recommended possible abandonment or transfer of authority to
the Cities who own the stormsewer for County Ditches 14, 17, and 29, the three that drain into
Lake Calhoun, and County Ditch 15 in Plymouth. County Ditch 15 remains primarily open
ditch, and was recommended for possible abandonment because of the lack of agricultural land
use in the area. County Ditch 32 is also in an area that is no longer in agricultural use.
Each of the three ditches draining into Lake Calhoun contains a portion of stormsewer which is
located within the original legal ditch alignment. County Ditch 29 contains a majority of the
stormsewer alignment within the original ditch alignment. County Ditches 14, 17, and 29 have
been converted to stormsewer, are located in entirely urban areas, no longer function as a
traditional ditch, and, for the most part, are not located within the original ditch alignment. For
these reasons, they would be good candidates for abandonment.
County Ditches 15 and 32 would be candidates for abandonment solely because of the lack of
agricultural land use in the area. These would likely be more difficult to legally abandon, but
may be better candidates for transfer of authority to a city.
Abandonment of a ditch under Section 103E.811 requires a petition signed by at least 51 percent
of the properties assessed for construction of the drainage system. The petition must show that
“the drainage system is not of public benefit and utility because the agricultural property that
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used the drainage system has been generally abandoned”. A hearing would then be held to
consider the petition. The difficulty in attempting a legal abandonment of a ditch in an urban
area is that 51 percent of the landowners within the benefited areas of County Ditches 14, 17, 29
is a large number of people. Getting a petition signed by all of the required landowners would
likely be a long and difficult undertaking. Additionally, 103E.811 states that the petition must be
denied if the system serves a “useful purpose to any affected property.” This is an equally
difficult obstacle to the abandonment process.
The portion of the ditch upstream of where the ditch serves any purpose may be abandoned
based on the petition of a single benefited landowner. However, the entire ditch cannot be
abandoned in this manner.
Abandonment of the ditches, if possible, would ease any confusion over who is responsible for
the maintenance of the City stormsewer systems.

11.3

TRANSFER

A second possibility is to transfer the ditch authority to the city. County Ditches 14, 17, and 29
have all been converted to stormsewer by the cities. These ditches would be prime candidates
for transfer to the cities since each city has already altered the drainage system to meet the city’s
needs. County Ditch 14 and County Ditch 29 are located in St. Louis Park and Minneapolis.
County Ditch 17 is located in Edina, St. Louis Park, and Minneapolis. Authority could be
transferred to the city for the portion of the ditch within each city. Alternatively, County Ditches
14, 17, and 29 could all be transferred to a stormwater authority such as a Joint Powers Authority
to manage the system.
County Ditch 15 remains primarily open ditch, but is an important drainage system for the City
of Plymouth. It is entirely within Plymouth and could be transferred to the city. County Ditch
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32 is also an important drainage system for the City of Wayzata. It is entirely within Wayzata
and could be transferred to the city.
The District could petition for transfer of the ditches. As discussed in MS 103E.812, the petition
must show that “the transfer is necessary for the orderly management of storm, surface, or flood
waters, including management for water quality purposes.” The petition must also indicate the
impact of the transfer on benefited properties. In addition, the transferee must prepare an
engineering report establishing the nature and extend of the drainage easement and the as-built
depth, grade, and hydraulic capacity of the system. The transfer would generally release the
ditch from regulation under MS 103E, although the drainage rights of any benefited properties
that continue to use the system must be preserved by the stormwater authority to whom the
system is transferred.

11.4

DITCH MANAGEMENT

The current MCWD Rules do not specifically address the District’s authority over Public
Ditches. A rule revision that recognizes the District’s ditch authority under Section 103E and
addresses how drainage issues along the ditches will be managed could be beneficial in
clarifying management strategies and requirements when a project affects a stream that is also
categorized as a public ditch. However, since most projects conducted within ditches will be
completed by MCWD as the ditch authority, this may not be necessary. Additionally, MCWD
Rules provide protection for “watercourses”, which generally includes ditches.
The District should determine management strategies for each ditch based on an analysis of the
nine categories listed in 103E.015 and on a consideration of the results of the District’s wetland
function and value assessment and hydrology and hydraulics study. General recommendations
for each ditch are listed below.
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11.4.1 Judicial Ditch 2
Judicial Ditch 2 is within a public watercourse and travels through a number of public waters.
For this reason, the ditch should be given a higher level of protection than that required solely by
ditch law. Judicial Ditch 2, however, is in an area still used for agriculture although
development is rapidly expanding into this area. Agricultural concerns should be taken into
account under MS 103 where applicable. New, non agricultural, development in the area of the
ditch should consider the ditch a public water. A survey of the current ditch profile should be
conducted to establish a baseline for future inspections and for evaluation of future projects
along the ditch.
11.4.2 County Ditch 10
County Ditch 10 is also located in an agricultural area with increasing residential development.
Painter Creek, however, has maintained its excavated channel nature to a greater extent than
Judicial Ditch 2/4. County Ditch 10 is not a public watercourse. Projects affecting the public
wetlands along the course of the ditch should be protected as public wetlands or WCA wetlands
as applicable. Projects in other portions of the ditch should be regulated under ditch law. A
survey of the current ditch profile should be conducted to establish a baseline for future
inspections and for evaluation of future projects along the ditch.
11.4.3 County Ditch 14
County Ditch 14 has been mostly converted to stormsewer and is in an urban area with no
agricultural land use. It is a prime candidate for abandonment. If the abandonment process is
too difficult or unsuccessful, the ditch should be transferred to St. Louis Park and Minneapolis.
If the transfer is also unsuccessful, the ditch should be treated as a City stormsewer system and
maintenance should be handled by each City. Drainage concerns related to the area of County
Ditch 14 should be handled jointly by the City and the District.
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11.4.4 County Ditch 15
County Ditch 15 is still mostly open ditch, but is now located in a residential and commercial
area. The ditch does not provide drainage for any agricultural land. Although abandonment may
be possible due to the change in land use it may be more difficult because the ditch is still mostly
open channel. Transfer of authority is a better option for County Ditch 15. If the transfer
process is unsuccessful, the ditch should be managed as allowed under ditch law. A survey of
the current ditch profile should be conducted to establish a baseline for future inspections and for
evaluation of future projects along the ditch.
11.4.5 County Ditch 17
County Ditch 17 has been entirely converted to stormsewer. Although portions of the sewers are
along the same alignment as the ditch, the majority of the sewers are not. County Ditch 17 is in
an urban area with no agricultural land use. It is a prime candidate for abandonment. However,
if the abandonment process is too difficult or unsuccessful, the ditch should be transferred to
Edina, St. Louis Park, and Minneapolis. If the transfer is also unsuccessful, the ditch should be
treated as a City stormsewer system and maintenance should be handled by each City. Drainage
concerns related to the area of County Ditch 17 should be handled jointly by the City and the
District.
11.4.6 County Ditch 27
County Ditch 27 is in an area that remains somewhat agricultural/vacant with a large proportion
of the land use also residential. County Ditch 27 remains an open channel in natural stream
condition in most areas. A survey of the ditch profile should be conducted. The ditch is within
public waters, public wetlands, and public watercourses and should be held to the level of
protection generally given to these water bodies. If abandonment is possible, it would facilitate
restoration of the stream water quality and afford Long Lake Creek a higher level of protection.
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A survey of the current ditch profile should be conducted to establish a baseline for future
inspections and for evaluation of future projects along the ditch.
11.4.7 County Ditch 29
County Ditch 29 has been entirely converted to stormsewer. The majority of the sewers are
along the same alignment as the ditch. County Ditch 29 is in an urban area with no agricultural
land use. It is a prime candidate for abandonment. If the abandonment process is too difficult or
unsuccessful, the ditch should be transferred to St. Louis Park and Minneapolis. If the transfer is
also unsuccessful, the ditch should be treated as a City stormsewer system and maintenance
should be handled by each City. Drainage concerns related to the area of County Ditch 29
should be handled jointly by the City and the District.
11.4.8 County Ditch 32
County Ditch 32 remains an open channel but is in an area that is now residential, vacant, and
highway. The ditch drains into an open stream that enters stormsewer within Wayzata and
outlets into Lake Minnetonka. County Ditch 32 does not provide drainage for any agricultural
land. Although abandonment may be possible due to the change in land use it may be difficult
because the ditch is still mostly open channel. Transfer of authority to Wayzata would be a
better option. If transfer is not possible, the ditch should be managed as allowed under ditch law.
A survey of the current ditch profile should be conducted to establish a baseline for future
inspections and for evaluation of future projects along the ditch.
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Appendix 3
BMP Performance Criteria and Guidance for Rule N
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Best Management Practices Performance Criteria and
Guidance for MCWD Rule N
November 2003
1. Purpose
This guidance document has been developed by Minnehaha Creek Watershed District for
the purpose of clarifying the Best Management Practice (BMP) requirements contained
in MCWD Rule N for new land development. It is intended to serve the following
purposes:
•
•
•
•

To provide a design guide for implementing BMP requirements stated in the rule,
To promote the use of effective BMPs,
To provide an educational aid to applicants seeking permits, and
To help facilitate permit application review by MCWD staff.

BMPs are intended to mitigate increased runoff volumes, higher peak rates of runoff,
sediment transport and/or nutrient loading to receiving waters located downstream. Some
BMPs are more effective than others, so they have been classified herein according to
performance. The BMP Classes with a “D” or “DD” designation after the number meet
the water quantity requirements of Rule N, Section 4. Classes 1, 1D and 2D meet water
quality protection requirements for projects subject to MCWD Rule N, Section 5 for
sediment transport and nutrient loads. Classes 1D and 2D meet the requirements of both
Sections 4 and 5 of Rule N. Other Classes do not meet the Rule N, Section 5
requirements but do satisfy Rule N water quality requirements for projects not subject to
Section 5. The increasing class number for BMPs described herein indicates decreasing
capability and performance.
BMPs may also be used in combination to address runoff volume, peak rates of runoff
and water quality issues. Table No. 1 provides guidance on potential BMP combinations
to meet the requirements of Rule N. Figure No. 1 shows approximate effectiveness of the
BMP Classes for mitigating increased runoff volume, higher peak discharges and higher
export of sediment/nutrients.
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2. Land Development Causes Increased Runoff Volume
Runoff is the result of precipitation that exceeds the land’s ability to absorb, infiltrate and
evaporate moisture. Runoff volume will increase when natural or undeveloped land
surfaces are altered by hard cover improvements, construction of highways and other
development projects. A larger fraction of precipitation runs off the more impervious
land cover and enters downstream receiving waters, carrying larger sediment and nutrient
loads, and increasing risk of flooding.
The runoff volume increase from development of land is often detrimental from multiple
standpoints to downstream flood prone areas and receiving bodies of water:
•

Negative ecological changes occur in receiving lakes, streams and wetlands.
Macrophyte and macroinvertabrate balances and overall aquatic habitat quality
are degraded by increased runoff volume and sediment/pollutant loads.

•

Negative water quality trends occur when export of sediment, nutrients and
pollutants increase beyond the receiving waters capacity to assimilate inputs.
Degradation of benthic organisms, excessive algal productivity and the overall
aquatic environment can result.

•

Management costs for protection of receiving water resources go up to mitigate
flooding and water quality declines, and to protect wetland functions and values
from degradation by higher water level fluctuations.

The main reasons why increased volume of runoff occurs from land development are
more thoroughly described as:
2.1. Hardcover and Soil Compaction: Land surfaces are converted from soil with
natural porosity and vegetation cover to impervious hardcover areas that reduce
or effectively prevent natural infiltration losses of precipitation to the subsurface.
Soils near the surface, with ability to partially absorb and to infiltrate a portion of
the rainfall volume, are covered by impervious materials and altered by
compaction. Compaction of some soils reduces natural porosity and can basically
have the same effect as hardcover. The ability to absorb or infiltrate runoff at its
source is effectively reduced and a larger volume of water is conveyed to
downstream locations.
2.2. Elimination of Depression Storage: Naturally occurring topographic depressions
can store, infiltrate and evaporate runoff. These small depressions are most often
graded, filled or otherwise drained to eliminate “bird baths”, assure positive and
quick drainage away from structural improvements and to minimize facility
maintenance costs. The elimination of depression storage causes increases in
runoff volumes to downstream areas.
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2.3. Collection and Concentration of Runoff: Runoff from a developed site is
channeled into engineered catchments, storm sewers, culverts and other
conveyances designed to quickly and efficiently drain peak flows from the area
after rainfall. Natural and slower sheet flow across vegetated slopes is replaced
by faster concentrated flow in efficient conveyances. The effect is increased
speed of runoff accumulation, increased volume and larger exports of
nutrients/pollutants to downstream locations.
2.4. Reduction of Initial Runoff Abstractions: The total surface area of the soil,
ground vegetation and trees provides initial runoff abstractions. The shallow soil
pore structure also provides runoff reductions during the early portions of a storm
event. Hard cover has significantly less total surface area per unit land area for
precipitation to cling to, less porosity and less interstitial pore structure to absorb
the initial precipitation amounts. Runoff is produced more often from hard cover
areas, and by smaller magnitude events that did not produce runoff before. More
runoff is produced by precipitation on hard cover areas from larger events
because the initial runoff abstractions are less.
An effective method of reducing the increase of runoff volume is a BMP utilizing
infiltration techniques, when site-specific design parameters allow it. Infiltration
techniques are discussed in Section 5. below.
3. Land Development Causes Increased Peak Flow Rates
The peak flow rates of runoff increase sharply when natural land surfaces are altered by
development. Many of the same reasons why runoff volumes increase contribute also to
sharper and higher peak flow rates. The larger volume is generally channeled into
conveyances (channels, sewers, culverts) designed to efficiently move and drain the
water away from streets and other improvements. Thus the larger volume of water is
discharged over a shorter timeframe than before. Exporting more water, and moving it
quickly, requires the rate of flow to be sharply higher. The time required for the runoff to
accumulate and concentrate on a developed site is generally much shorter as well.
Therefore, the peak flow is higher and occurs sooner during the runoff event.
An effective BMP for reducing peak rates of runoff is temporary storage and slower
release of water called storm water “detention”. Detention is a common and reliable
practice that is discussed more in Sections 7, 8 and 9.
4. Land Development Causes Increased Export of Pollutants and Nutrients
An unfortunate outcome of more hardcover, use of the land and efficient channelization
of flow is higher export of pollutants and nutrients into receiving bodies of water.
Infiltration, Partial Infiltration and Wet-Detention BMPs can reduce or partially mitigate
the higher and quicker peak flow rates such that the behavior of the pre-development
flow hydrograph (runoff rate as a function of time) is mimicked, and export of pollutants
and nutrients is reduced.
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5. Runoff Volume and Nutrient/Sediment Load Reduction by Infiltration BMPs
Infiltration BMPs included into a site development plan can almost fully mitigate the
increase in runoff volume and increase of pollutant loads that land development causes.
Absolute mitigation is not possible or desirable because a small fraction of the runoff
volume is due to rare and atypical storm events. The level of effectiveness of an
infiltration BMP depends upon a complexity of site-specific characteristics. Soil
permeability and groundwater interaction with shallow soils are the most important
design considerations that determine potential effectiveness. Where granular (porous and
permeable) soils exist and shallow groundwater is not too close to the surface, an
infiltration BMP is technically feasible and can be highly effective for reducing volume,
attenuating peak discharge rates and reducing sediment/nutrient loads. Infiltration BMPs
are considered effective if the performance criteria described in Section 6 are achieved by
a specific design.
6. Infiltration BMP Classes
The “Class-1” Infiltration BMP is accepted by MCWD as the most effective and
reliable to address water quality and runoff volume reduction. Class-1 Infiltration
BMPs meet the requirements of MCWD Rule N, Section 5. A Class-2 Partial
Infiltration BMP is less effective. Infiltration techniques in general may require pretreatment for sediment removal. BMPs may sometimes be used in series or parallel if
Rule N, Section 5 applies, but the combination must be demonstrated to meet Rule N
through hydrologic/hydraulic computations or scientific principles with all assumed
design parameters referenced to peer reviewed and published engineering journals.
6.1. Class-1 Infiltration BMPs
•
•
•

Approximately 90% Reduction of Volume Increases
Minor or No Increase of Sediment/Nutrient Load
Attenuation of Peak Discharge Rates for 1-year Storm Magnitude and Smaller

Infiltration basins, rain gardens, porous pavement infiltration and other similar
infiltration techniques can reduce runoff volume. Class-1 Infiltration techniques
are defined to have long term ability to temporarily contain and infiltrate the
increased runoff volume from the development into the soil, resulting from a 1year return frequency storm with a 24-hour duration, on a discrete event basis
(See Note No. 1). “Long term capacity” is defined to mean the BMP maintenance
requirements for reliability are determined and covered under a maintenance
agreement, specific to the BMP.
Design Criteria
Infiltration must occur into unsaturated soil horizons with complete
dispersion of infiltration water volume within 4 days after the event. This
requires the underlying native soils to be granular and transmissive. A
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minimum of 90% of the new hard cover (excluding buildings) must be
treated by the BMP(s). A positive controlled surface overflow outlet must
be included for runoff exceeding the temporary storage capacity design
with ability to skim floatable material for a 2-year peak outflow and pass
the 100-year peak flow in a safe and controlled manner. Pre-treatment to
reduce suspended sediment is advisable to prevent clogging of synthetic or
mineral filter materials.
6.2. Class-2 Partial Infiltration
•
•
•

Approximately 30% Reduction of the Developed Volume Increase
Approximately 25% Reduction of Developed Loads
Attenuation of Peak Discharge Rates for 1-year Storm Magnitude and Smaller

When site-specific parameters like semi-granular or non-granular soils constrain
the use of Class-1 Infiltration, the BMP can be designed with an engineered
subsurface granular filter and an under-drain collection/discharge system. Class-2
Partial Infiltration meeting the requirements of Rule N must have long term
ability to store, infiltrate and/or filter the increased 1-year runoff volume from the
development.
Design Criteria
The increased volume resulting from a 1-year return frequency storm with
a 24-hour duration, on a discrete event basis, should be used to determine
temporary storage capacity of the BMP. The BMP(s) must infiltrate at
least 1/3 of the design volume, slowly filter and release the remaining
volume with complete infiltration and discharge within 4 days after the
event. An engineered subgrade soil filter may be included, designed to
remove silt particles with 90% trap efficiency, to treat 2/3 of the design
volume before it is discharged. A positive controlled surface overflow
outlet must be included for runoff exceeding the 1-year increased volume
and designed to skim floatable material for a 2-year peak outflow. The
overflow should be designed to pass the 100-year peak flow in a safe and
controlled manner. A minimum of 90% of the new hard cover (excluding
buildings) must be treated by the BMP(s).
In areas where heavy, non-granular soils exist, Class-1 Infiltration techniques are not
feasible. Where high groundwater conditions prevail, neither Class-1 Infiltration nor
Class-2 Partial Infiltration is feasible. Other, BMPs, less effective than infiltration
techniques need to be used in these cases to partially mitigate increased runoff volume
and increased pollutant loads. The remaining portions of this guidance document address
BMPs that do not involve significant infiltration components.
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7. Peak Runoff Rate and Nutrient/Sediment Load Reduction by Wet-Detention BMPs
Wet-Detention ponds have a normal pool of water with the ability to temporarily store
additional excess runoff and release it at a slower rate. The temporary or active storage
dampens the peak outflow rates by the release of excess runoff over a longer period of
time. This slower release of the increased runoff volume mimics the pre-development
hydrograph.
Wet-Detention ponds also provide reliable and predictable water quality benefits. The
quiescent normal pool allows the majority of sediment and sediment associated
pollutants, including a significant fraction of nutrients (important to water quality in
lakes) to be retained by sedimentation in the pond. National Urban Runoff Program
studies conducted by U.S. EPA clearly demonstrate wet-detention to be a cost-effective
and reliable BMP. If the residence time of the pond (the length of time between entrance
and exit for a unit volume of water) is sufficiently long, biological activity can also help
convert dissolved nutrients into a particulate form retained by sedimentation.
If designed properly, Wet-Detention ponds are effective, reliable, cost-efficient,
maintainable and present aesthetic benefits to the area. The MCWD policy is to consider
Wet-Detention BMPs effective if the performance criteria described herein are achieved
by the specific design.
8. Detention BMP Classes
Detention BMPs identified herein as “Class-1D” are accepted by MCWD as the most
effective and reliable. Class-1D and 2D BMPs meet the requirements of MCWD Rule
N, Section 5. Class-3D and higher BMPs are less effective and/or less reliable.
However, they are accepted to meet Rule N requirements for projects not subject to the
provisions of Rule N, Section 5. Class-3D BMPs may sometimes be used in series or
parallel, with other BMPs, if Rule N, Section 5 applies. The combination must be
demonstrated to be equivalent to a Class-1D BMP through hydrologic/hydraulic
computations or scientific principles with all assumed design parameters referenced to
peer reviewed and published engineering journals.
8.1. Class-1D Wet-Detention
•
•
•

No Significant Reduction of Increased Volume
Reduces Developed Nutrient Loading More Than 50%
100% Attenuation of Peak Runoff Rate Increase
A wet-detention pond meeting the requirements below will be considered as
Class-1D and satisfying the provisions of MCWD Rule N, Sections 4. and 5. (See
Note No. 2):
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Design Criteria
o Maintain a normal wet volume equal to or greater than the runoff
volume produced in the subwatershed by 3.0 inches of rain.
o Have an average residence time of 21 days or more for normal
precipitation distribution conditions for the period April 1st through
October 31st.
o Maintain an active storage volume to limit peak discharge rates to
pre-development conditions, with a 100-year high water level
freeboard of at least 2.0 feet. The high water criteria should be met
for the 100-year return frequency precipitation event with a
duration critical for the specific subwatershed, using reservoir
routing procedures. The design performance should be checked to
assure the peak discharge limit is also achieved for the 1-year and
the 10-year event.
o Maintain an upland vegetated border, graded for sheet flow, at
least 10 feet in width.
o Maintain pond interior side slopes of 4:1 or flatter with a 10-foot
wide safety bench no steeper than 10:1 located between the normal
pool elevation and 1 foot below the normal water surface.
o Have a controlled outlet designed to accommodate the limited peak
flow rates, with the ability to skim or retain floatable materials
within the basin for all flows resulting from or smaller than a 2year event. The hydraulic design of the outlet must also provide for
discharging the 100-year event in a safe manner, and include a
controlled overflow for storms exceeding the 100-year event.
8.2. Class-2D Wet-Detention
•
•
•

No Significant Reduction of Increased Volume
Reduces Developed Loading by Approximately 50%
100% Attenuation of Peak Runoff Rate Increase
A Class-2D wet-detention pond meeting the requirements of MCWD Rule N,
Sections 4. and 5., must have the long-term capacity to achieve all the
requirements of Class-1D Wet Detention, except residence time can vary between
14 and 21 days (See Note No. 2).

8.3. Class-3D Wet-Detention
•
•
•

No Significant Reduction of Increased Volume
Reduces Developed Loading by Less than 50%
100% Attenuation of Peak Runoff Rate Increase
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A Class-3D wet-detention pond meeting the requirements of MCWD Rule N,
where Rule N Section 5 does not apply, must have the long term capacity to
achieve all the requirements of Class-1D Wet-Detention, except residence time
must be at least 5 days (See Note No. 2).
Multiple Wet-Detention ponds can be designed in series to improve overall performance
and to minimize maintenance requirements.
9. Peak Runoff Rate and Nutrient/Sediment Load Reduction by Dry-Detention BMPs
Dry-Detention ponds are designed to drain completely soon after a runoff event. They
have no normal pool but retain the ability to temporarily store excess runoff for release at
a slower rate. The effect of temporary storage is to dampen or lower the peak flow rates,
with the release of excess runoff over a longer period of time. This mimics the predevelopment hydrograph.
Dry-Detention ponds do not reliably provide a high level of water quality benefits.
Although some sedimentation may occur, the lack of a quiescent normal pool allows
scouring and occasional re-entrainment of trapped sediment and associated pollutants
because of exposure to turbulence and flowing water. Therefore, the reliability of
retaining many pollutants and a significant fraction of nutrients (important to water
quality in lakes) is diminished by the lack of a normal quiescent pool. And, residence
time in Dry-Detention ponds is typically too short for biological activity that converts
dissolved nutrients. Dissolved nutrients and some particulate forms easily pass through
the Dry-Detention pond to downstream locations.
If designed properly, Dry-Detention ponds are an effective, reliable, cost-efficient way to
control peak flow rates and remove smaller fractions of the sediment/pollutant load.
However, it is not considered to be a BMP meeting all the requirements of Rule N,
Section 5. The MCWD policy is to consider Dry Detention BMPs effective in
combination with other BMPs if the performance criterion described herein are achieved
by the specific design.
9.1. Class-3DD Dry-Detention
•
•
•

No Significant Reduction of Increased Volume
Reduces Developed Loading Approximately 20%
100% Attenuation of Peak Runoff Rate Increase

A Class-3DD Dry-Detention pond meeting the requirements of MCWD Rule N for
projects not subject to Rule N, Section 5 can attenuate peak flow and reduce loading
(See Note No. 3):
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Design Criteria
ο Maintain an active storage volume to limit peak discharge rates to predevelopment conditions, with a high water level freeboard of at least
2.0 feet. These performance criteria should be met for the 100-year
return frequency precipitation event with a duration critical for the
specific subwatershed (100-year event) and using reservoir routing
procedures. The design performance should also be checked to assure
the peak discharge limit is achieved for the 1-year and the 10-year
event.
ο Remove 5 micron size mineral particles or larger from runoff with
90% trap efficiency.
ο Have a hydraulically controlled outlet designed to accommodate the
required peak flow rates, with the ability to skim or retain floatable
materials for all flows resulting from or smaller than a 2-year event.
The hydraulic design of the outlet must also provide for discharge of
the 100-year event in a safe manner.
ο Include a 10-foot wide safety bench no steeper than 10:1 located
between the high pool elevation and 1-foot below the high pool
elevation.
ο Have a residence time for a 1-year event runoff volume of at least 48
hours after the event
9.2. Class-4DD Dry-Detention
•
•
•

No Significant Reduction of Increased Volume
Reduces Developed Loading by Less Than 20%
100% Attenuation of Peak Runoff Rate Increase
Class-4DD Dry-Detention ponds meeting the requirements of MCWD Rule N,
must have the long term capacity to achieve all the requirements of Class-3DD
Dry Detention, except residence time can be less than 48 hours after the event.

10.

The Water Quality Benefits of Other BMPs
10.1.
•
•
•

Class-5B Grassed Strips/Vegetated Buffers:

No Significant Reduction of Increased Volume
Reduces Developed Loading Approximately 20%
No Attenuation of Increased Peak Rates of Runoff
The interface area of vegetation and soil can physically filter sediment and
sediment associated pollutants from runoff when sheet flow conditions exist and
the velocity of flow is low. The performance criteria required under MCWD Rule
9

N for grassed strips and vegetated buffers is that flow must be evenly distributed
across a vegetated area, not concentrated at any point. The vegetated area must
have a minimum width of 15 feet, a maximum slope of 2% and a design flow
velocity for a 1-year peak flow of less than 0.25 feet per second and a maximum
flow depth of 3-inches. Few documented investigations of long-term performance
exist, but grass strips and vegetated buffers between 15 and 50 feet wide remove
an estimated 30% to 40% of the sediment load and 10% to 20% of the particulate
phosphorus load if the runoff is not pretreated. The effectiveness of a Grass
Strip/Vegetated Buffer is reduced if inflow concentrations are reduced by another
BMP.
10.2.
•
•
•

Class-5S Street Sweeping:

No Significant Reduction of Increased Volume
Reduces Developed Loading Approximately 20%
No Attenuation of Increased Peak Rates of Runoff
Street sweeping can remove much of the debris, sediment, sand, organic litter and
associated pollutants from hardcover areas so that it is not washed into
conveyances and ultimately into lakes, streams and wetlands. The organic and
inorganic materials that accumulate in streets and parking areas have been shown
to be a significant source of nutrients/pollutants that cause water quality declines.
Parking areas and street gutters are particularly important. Previous studies of
street sweeping effectiveness by MPCA indicate a 25% reduction in nutrient loads
from urban residential areas is possible by weekly sweeping activity in streets and
alleys.
The performance criteria required under MCWD Rule N for Class-5S street
sweeping is that the equipment used must be a vacuum-sweeper and it must be
accomplished 3 times each year, every year; spring, summer and fall, after the leaf
drop. The estimated nutrient removal efficiency of this level of sweeping activity
is estimated at 10%.

10.3.
•
•
•

Class-6S Street Sweeping:

No Significant Reduction of Increased Volume
Reduces Developed Loading Approximately 10%
No Attenuation of Increased Peak Rates of Runoff

The performance criteria required under MCWD Rule N for Class-6S street sweeping
is the same as Class-6S, except that the equipment used does not have to be a
vacuum-sweeper. The estimated nutrient removal efficiency is estimated to be 5% to
10%.
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10.4.

Class-7 Skimmers:

Skimmers are integral features of outlet structures intended to prevent floatable
materials in ponded water from moving downstream. There are many acceptable
designs for skimmers. The performance criteria required under MCWD Rule N is
that skimmers must function for 2-year or smaller events without entraining
floatable material. This requires hydraulic analyses to assure velocities and
turbulence are at acceptable levels for the 2-year discharge rate.
Examples of simple but effective skimmers are:
•
•
11.

Submerged outlet entrances
Surface outlet entrances with a baffle or hood to block floating material
such as oils, litter and debris

Notes Supporting BMP Effectiveness and Design Criteria

Note No. 1- Near 100% Infiltration of the Increased Runoff Volume from Development of Land
The amount of infiltration required is equal to the runoff volume increase estimated as follows:
E. A. Hickok and Associates, Inc. performed statistical analysis of long-term precipitation records for Rice Creek
Watershed District. More than ninety percent of the runoff volume, over a long period of time, was found to be the
additive result of many small events with magnitudes equal to and less than a 1-year return frequency. In other words,
the vast majority of runoff volume (and therefore pollutant load) was the sum result of frequent and small events and
only a small fraction of the total volume resulted from larger and more rare storms.
By definition, pollution loads are the product of concentration per unit volume and mass volume. Loads are therefore
directly proportional to the total runoff volume. If the increase in runoff volume for all storms equal to or less than 1year storm is infiltrated, there will be no significant long term increase in runoff volume or pollutant loads to
downstream areas (approximately 90% effective) resulting from development of the land.
A 1-year return frequency storm magnitude is 2.31 inches of rainfall within a 24-hour period in the Minneapolis-St.
Paul area. The fraction of the total precipitation that runs off, expressed as a coefficient (ratio of total runoff to total
precipitation) is mostly determined by soil type, land cover and slope. Typical coefficients found in peer reviewed
engineering literature for different land uses are shown in the table below and are used to estimate infiltration
performance for 100% mitigation of increased volumes and loads.

Land Use

Pre-Dev.
Coeff.
(Typ.)

Dev.
Coeff.
(Typ.)

Coeff. Change
(Typ.)

Commercial/Industrial
Streets/Roads
Dense Residential
Light Residential

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.8
0.8
0.6
0.4

0.6
0.6
0.4
0.2

1-Year
RO
Volume
Change
1.4 inches
1.4 inches
0.9 inches
0.5 inches

% of
Total
Vol.

100% Infiltration
of Increased
Runoff

90
90
90
90

1.5 inches
1.5 inches
1.0 inches
0.5 inches

Designers should use actual runoff relationships based upon site-specific conditions and development plans to calculate
the infiltration volume required.
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Note No. 2-Wet-Detention Pond Design to Meet Rule N, Section 5. Performance Requirements
The performance of a wet detention pond, from the standpoint of attenuating peak flow rates, is a function
of the inflow hydrograph (inflow as a function of time), the active storage capacity of the pond (volume
available between normal pool and high water elevations) and the hydraulic characteristics of the pond
outlet (stage-discharge relationship). If the inflow hydrograph is calculated for the undeveloped and
developed conditions, and the outlet is designed with a maximum discharge capacity equal to or less than
the undeveloped inflow rate, the active storage capacity required can be calculated using stage-storageoutflow relationships and reservoir routing procedures. Reservoir routing is used in a number of available
software packages and is well covered by many engineering handbooks. It is therefore not described in
detail here.
The performance of a wet-detention pond for the removal of sediment and nutrients from runoff can be
determined by the use of the PONDNET spreadsheet model, which is available for a nominal fee.
PONDNET predicts removal efficiency from empirical relationships for sedimentation developed from the
study of performance for a large number of wet-detention ponds. In general, performance is dependent
upon the wet volume of the pond, the inflow concentrations of sediment and nutrients and the residence
time of the reservoir. The following graphs generally illustrate PONDNET predicted nutrient removal
efficiency (percent of total load removed) as a function of residence time (runoff volume for normal
precipitation from April 1st through October 31st divided by average outflow discharge rate). Other
variables required as input are:
•
•
•
•
•

Subwatershed area
Composite runoff coefficient
Wet volume (area and mean depth)
Ratio of dissolved phosphorus to total phosphorus
Inflow phosphorus concentration

For illustration purposes, the graphs show multiple predictions for varying pond depths (D), for a range of
typical dissolved phosphorus to total phosphorus ratios (Fo), and for a range of inflow total phosphorus
concentrations (Pi). It is evident from the illustration that average residence time must be approximately 20
days or more to achieve an average removal efficiency for nutrients on the order of 50%. It is also evident
that a high performance wet-detention pond will not exceed 60% to 70% removal efficiency on a long-term
basis, because substantial increases in residence time, beyond 20 days, results in small performance
improvements.
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Fraction of Inflow Total
Phosphorus Removed [--]
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Sediment removal efficiency will be on the order of 80% to 90% for a pond designed to achieve 50 %
removal efficiency for total phosphorus. Performance studies for wet-detention ponds designed by Wenck
Associates, Inc. and built by MCWD in Minneapolis have shown greater than 65% removal efficiency for
total phosphorus and greater than 85% for suspended solids. These were multiple-pond, in series, designs.
Note No. 3 U.S. EPA National Pollutant Database
The National Pollutant Removal Performance Database, 2nd Addition, June 2000, prepared for U.S. EPA
shows the following performance data for Dry-Detention BMPs:

Parameter

Removal Efficiency (mean)

Total Suspended Solids
Total Phosphorus
Dissolved Phosphorus

47%
19%
-6%
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Table No. 1 - BMP Combination Guidance
BMP
Class
1
2
1D
2D
3D
3DD
4DD
5B
5S
6S
7

Volume
Peak Q
Removal Efficiency
Reduction Attenuation Sediment Nutrients Pre-treat
90%
90%
90%
90% TSS
30%
90%
90%
25% TSS
2%
100%
90%
60% no
2%
100%
85%
50% no
1%
100%
70%
35% TP
1%
100%
45%
20% TP
1%
100%
40%
15% no
1%
5%
40%
20% TSS
0%
0%
40%
20% no
0%
0%
20%
10% no
0%
0%
0%
2% no

BMP
Removal Efficiency
Volume
Peak Q
Combination Reduction Attenuation Sediment Nutrients
3D + 1
90%
100%
90%
90%
3D + 2
30%
100%
90%
70%
1D
2%
100%
90%
60%
2D
2%
100%
85%
50%
4DD + 3D + 3D
1%
100%
90%
60%
4DD + 3DD + 3D
1%
100%
80%
40%
4DD + 3D
1%
100%
75%
35%
5B + 2D
1%
100%
85%
50%
5S + 2D
0%
100%
90%
55%
6S + 2D
0%
100%
85%
50%
7
0%
0%
0%
2%

Potential Combinations
Method
Post-treat
3D, 3DD, 4DD no
3D, 3DD
no
no
no
4DD, 5B, 5S
TP
4DD, 5B, 5S
TP
TSS, TP
4DD
TP
TSS, TP
TSS, TP
no

Method

3D
3D
3D
3D, 3DD
2D, 3D
2D

Figure No. 1 - BMP Classes and Effectiveness
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Appendix 4
Permitted Wet-Detention Pond Maintenance Policy

Mike Panzer, Vice President
Wenck Associates, Inc.
1800 Pioneer Creek Ctr.
P.O. Box 249
Maple Plain, MN 55359-0249
(763) 479-4207
Fax (763) 479-4242
E-mail: mpanzer@wenck.com

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
TO:

Minnehaha Creek Watershed District
Eric Evenson, Administrator
Renae Clark, Technician

FROM:

Mike Panzer, P.E., P.G.
District Engineer

DATE:

November 24, 2003

SUBJECT:

Permitted Wet-Detention Pond Maintenance Policy

CC:

Chuck Holtman, Counsel

MCWD requested a review of the procedure currently used to assure maintenance of permitted wetdetention ponds. The question has been raised by the Managers whether maintenance activities are
adequate to assure long-term removal efficiency for Total Phosphorus at the 50% level required by
Rule N, Section 5.
Current Procedure
Rule N usually causes the need for a high performance BMP to mitigate impact of land development.
Many times the BMP of choice is wet-detention because it is effective for both flow rate control and
water quality. When approved site development plans include a wet-detention facility, the permit is
not actually issued until a maintenance agreement for the pond is executed and recorded.
From a water quality performance standpoint, the most important maintenance agreement component
is the required removal of accumulated sediment. The maintenance agreement language currently
being used requires an annual inspection by the responsible party. If the permitted wet volume of the
pond is reduced by sediment accumulation to a level of ½ the original volume, the responsible party
has one year from the inspection date to remove the accumulated sediment. The basis has been that a
reduction to ½ the original volume is the approximate degree of sediment accumulation where,
removal efficiency for Total Phosphorus has been significantly diminished, and the pond no longer
performs at its design level.
Issue Statement
The Managers have expressed concern that the current policy results in long-term pond removal
efficiency for Total Phosphorus of less than the 50% removal required under Rule N, Section 5. The
reasons for this concern are three-fold:

1. Long-term Average Performance
The maximum removal efficiency occurs when ponds are new and no sediment has yet
accumulated. If ponds are not maintained before ½ of the wet volume is gone, the long-term
average removal efficiency is likely less than the 50% required in the Rule.
2. Timing of Maintenance Activity
There is an allowable time lag of one year between an annual inspection and when
maintenance actually occurs. If there is an absence of inspection activity, the need for
maintenance may go undetected and not occur at all.
3. Enforcement
There has been no documented tracking system that demonstrates the inspection and
maintenance frequency requirements are being met. MCWD employees completed some
inspections beginning last winter, with a handheld sonar device.
Solution
MCWD has authorized the District Engineer to develop a recommended maintenance strategy to
address the above items. The science basis for long-term performance and the logic of timing
enforcement inspections is shown below:
Derivation of Strategy
•

PONDNET Modeling
The performance of a wet-detention pond (fraction of Total Phosphorus retained {Rp}) is
defined by equations published by W. Walker in 1987 and 1989, where:
Rp = 1-((1+4*Nr)^0.5-1)/(2*Nr)
and,

Nr = K2*Pi*Rt
K2 = 0.056*Qs/Fo/(Qs+13.3*3.28)
Qs = V/A
Fo = orthoP/TP ratio
Pi = flow weighted mean inflow TP
Rt = residence time

m3/mg/yr
m/yr

dimensionless reaction rate
2nd order decay coefficient
Inflow volume/pond area

ug/l
yr

Residence time (Rt) is a key factor. Residence time can also be expressed as the total wet
volume (V) of a pond divided by the average flow (Qa), thus yielding an average length of
time a unit volume of water resides in the pond, over the period the average flow applies:
Rt (days) = V (ft3)/Qa (ft3 per day)
Using a PONDNET spreadsheet model (PONDNET is an acceptable method for design under
Rule N) the performance effect of residence time can be illustrated. Multiple model runs were
completed using typical Dissolved to Total Phosphorus ratios, typical inflow Total
2

Phosphorus concentrations for suburban residential use, varying pond volumes and other
empirical data collected by performance monitoring of MCWD capital improvements.
Results plotted against residence time show that wet-detention performance for Total
Phosphorus is at approximately 50% when Rt is between 10 and 20 days. This illustrates that
if residence time is at least 10 days, performance does not improve very much for a large
increase in Rt. The attached figure shows model performance results plotted versus residence
time for variable average depths. As can be seen from the figure, sensitivity of performance is
inversely proportional to residence time and relatively insensitive to volume changes for
Rt > 10 days.
•

U.S. EPA National Urban Runoff Program (NURP)-standards
A second acceptable design method under Rule N is meeting the standard design criteria for
the U.S. EPA National Urban Runoff Program. One design standard for a wet-detention pond
calls for a wet volume equal to the runoff volume resulting from a 2-inch rain, plus an
additional 0.5-inch rain equivalent to provide some storage for accumulated sediment. Thus a
2.5-inch rain is often used to calculate the necessary pond volume (basically the same as a 1year storm).
Again using PONDNET, and a NURP standard volume design, the initial Rt is approximately
20+ days and the initial performance level is around 55%. Allowing performance to drop to
45% corresponds to a Rt reduction from 20+ days to 10 days.

•

Interpretation of PONDNET and NURP Approaches
Pond volume (V) in these relationships is directly proportional to residence time (Rt).
Therefore, the reduction in pond volume for a corresponding residence time reduction is also
proportional as:
V45% = {R45%/R55%} * V55%
V45% = {10 days/20 days} * V55%
V45% = 0.5*V55%
The above analysis shows that volume can be reduced to ½ the original volume, while
performance will only drop 10% from 55% to 45%, if a NURP standard volume is used (see
below).
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Therefore, if the pond is cleaned out right when the volume is reduced by 50%, the long-term
average performance should be:
{55% +45%}/2 = 50%
The analysis also shows a NURP standard volume results in a larger initial Rt as compared to
a PONDNET design meeting Rp = 50%.
•

Timing of Maintenance
The rate at which ponds accumulate sediment is dependent upon site-specific variables and
predicting sedimentation rates is difficult. In urban residential areas that have storm sewers, or
developing areas where there is significant construction activity, the rate of sediment
accumulation can be high. In areas that do not have storm sewers and parcels are larger,
sediment accumulation is significantly slower. MCWD experience is the reduction of volume
to ½ the original volume occurs 1 to 5 years after construction in the developed or developing
areas. The average time is then on the order of 3 years.
As noted above, the “lead-time” required to clean out the pond can be up to 1 year. Typically,
it is most easily accomplished during the cold season. If a pond is discovered to require
maintenance in the fall period, it may not occur until the second winter period.
If the average period of sediment accumulation is 3 years and a 1 year lead time is required, it
follows that ponds should be inspected approximately 2 years after construction, or 2 years
after the last maintenance.

Recommendation
To accomplish enforcement and maintain a composite long-term average performance of 50%
removal for Total Phosphorus for projects subject to Rule N:
a. All wet-detention pond designs should meet the minimum NURP design standards for
volume. This will require a revision of Rule N, which currently allows alternative
designs using models.
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b. MCWD should implement an organized tracking and inspection capability that
provides documentation and timely inspections. This could easily be accomplished by
an Excel spreadsheet and data extracted from the MCWD permit database. (MCWD
employees completed some inspections in the winter of 2002.)
c. Responsible parties under maintenance agreements need to be contacted annually;
reminded of the inspection requirement; and demonstrate, in writing, whether any
inspection was completed.
d. At a minimum, MCWD should select and inspect some of the permitted facilities.
Facilities without documentation of an inspection within two years of the permit
issuance should be chosen along with other random sites. The permit database should
be maintained and used to determine which sites are two-years old and have not had
an annual inspection. A record of the inspection should be kept in the permit file,
entered into the permit database and provided to the responsible party.
e. Results of all inspections, contacts and maintenance activities should be entered into
the tracking system and records provided to the responsible party.
f. Pond depth reductions can be determined by level instrument surveys and/or by sonar
readings through ice (if snow is first removed or absent). Inspection data can be
compared to the design plans that were approved to calculate the degree of sediment
accumulation.
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